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Training SeSSionS

2031 - What Does a Successful newspaper 
Look Like a Decade From now?
Gordon Borrell

2031 - Transformation Workshop 
If you want your newspaper to start growing revenue again and be 
thriving by the time 2031 rolls around, you’ll want to sit on this session. 
Gordon Borrell is a no-holds-barred, entertaining, thought-provoking 
presenter, but he’s at his best when he rolls up his sleeves, interacts 
with the audience, and talks about real-world examples. Whether it’s 
how to grow subscriptions, which products to sell, which products to 
avoid, pricing, staffing, recruiting, or how to know whether you’re work-
ing for a company that can actually change, this workshop is for you.

Social media platforms are now an indispensable part of  media 
coverage as a platform to disseminate information and as a tool to 
gather news. But how should journalists approach  social media? 
Should journalists maintain objectivity when  tweeting, for example? 
And what does objectivity on Twitter look like? 

To Tweet, or not To Tweet
Luige del Puerto

Crime Scene Safety & Tips for  Covering the 
 Police  Department
Assistant Police Chief, Ed Wessing

Get prepared for the  highly 
 anticipated 2022 election  cycle. 
Arizona is projected to be a top 
battleground state when it comes 
to political  advertising. In this  
interactive session, Lisa will  
lead a discussion on how to 
 maximize your  dollars & brain-
storm new ideas.

Maximizing Political  
advertising in 2022
Lisa Simpson 

Learn how to utilize press release content for story ideas. Traverse, 
managing editor at Sedona Monthly magazine, will share how she 
uses press releases and include valuable statistics.

Converting Press releases to  editorial 
 Stories
Teresa K. Traverse 

Dr. Bertsch compares COVID to past pandemics and shares how 
and where media professionals who are covering and reporting on 
the COVID crisis can find support during this time of increased stress.

CoViD Mental Health Challenges
Dr. Teresa Bertsch

Are newsletters just another 
chore for the newsroom or can 
they pay off with increased 
 readership, ad revenue and   
story tips? Wick  Communications 
has found it to be worth the 
 investment, but it is an investment. 
We’ll share what we learned.

newsletters: How to 
excite readers (and 
reporters) 
Dan Shearer

M o r n i n g  S e S S i o n S

A f t e r n o o n  S e S S i o n S

Join Reilly Kneedler,  digital 
 audience editor at Wick Com-
munications, and Alessia Alaimo, 
digital media manager at Wick 
Communications, for a panel 
discussion led by Melissa Hilton, 
regional sales manager at Town 
News. Learn how the Wick team 
has reimagined their metering 
strategy to serve the right offer, to 
the right visitor, at the right time, 
and deliver BIG growth in audi-
ence revenue and engagement.

Townnews Panel: 
 reducing Check-
out Friction to 
grow  Subscription 
 Conversions
TownNews

What are the costs of CRM? Many companies say they don’t have a 
CRM, when what they really mean is they do not have a formal piece 
of software to help them with the process. We will talk about CRM 
 expectations and the cost of not having a formal process as well as the 
cost of implementing and maintaining a CRM system. At the end of our 
time, you will be energized to review how your team’s currently pro-
cess and make improvements based on many of the covered topics.

CrM Best Practices for Sales associates
Robin Smith
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Learn how publishers across the country including ANA members  
are utilizing Column to deliver a modern customer experience for 
public notice and reduce the operational costs of administering the 
process. This session will include interactive case studies on the 
 experience using Column’s tools and offer best practices for  publishers 
 looking to enhance their public notice operation – from digital  affidavit 
management to simplified invoicing to modern pagination tools.

Modernize Your approach to Public notice
Kevin King 

advertising roundtable
See page 7 for session description.

What does a successful newspaper look like a decade from now?  
What can you do today to meet that future successfully? Nationally 
known media analyst Gordon Borrell offers a fascinating look at how 
industry trends from the past decade predict what 2031 will look like for 
local media companies. You’ll learn about major new trends that took 
root during the pandemic and altered that trajectory, and what your 
company should be doing right now to meet the future head-on. This is 
a precursor to a 90-minute roll-up-the-sleeves workshop with Gordon. 

Police Departments deal with a variety of calls every day. Not every-
thing is a breaking news story that requires immediate news action. 
But now, anyone with a cellphone and a YouTube channel thinks they 
can be a reporter. While the police are not afraid of the videos, there are 
concerns when that style of reporting interferes with their jobs. Assis-
tant Chief Wessing has agreed to speak with us and share crime scene 
etiquette, how to be safe when reporting breaking stories, and finally 
how best to work with police departments to get good information.

Christina will share best prac-
tices that have attributed to the 
success of digital growth at The 
Arizona Republic and within 
Gannett. Join the session to 
learn more about the importance 
of changing the culture within 
the organization, marketing ef-
forts that increased acquisition 
sales and increased engage-
ment ultimately leading to better 
retention and much more. 

Digital growth With  
a Focus on Print  
Sustainability
Christina Tellez 
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business forward. 
Townnews Panel: reducing 
Checkout Friction to grow 
 Subscription Conversions

Melissa Hilton  
Melissa is a regional 
sales manager for 
TownNews. With 
over 20 years of local 
media  experience, 

Melissa has worked in the industry 
in markets large and small as both 
a  vendor and digital specialist for 
local content and advertising. At 
 TownNews, she assists newspapers 
and local media organizations of all 
sizes with the digital services and 
guidance they need to transform their 
business models and flourish in the 
digital age.

reilly Kneedler  
Reilly is the digital 
audience editor for 
Wick Communica-
tions. He oversees 
audience develop-
ment and digital sub-

scription growth efforts, as well as the 
company’s analytics program. He also 
has deep editorial  experience, ranging 
from photojournalism to enterprise 
reporting. His work has appeared in 
the pages of local publications all the 
way up to The New York Times.

Alessia Alaimo   
Alessia is Wick’s 
 Digital Media 
Manager, and has 
been with Wick 
 Communications 
since March of 

2013 and currently supervises the 
 newspaper organization’s digital, 
 mobile and social media initiatives for 
all of Wick’s publications nationwide. 
She is responsible for producing, main-
taining, enhancing various websites/
apps including UX design and  audience 
development. She supports all of 
Wick Communications’ digital media 
products through data analysis, web 
development, graphic design, internal 
staff training, communication, and 
presentations including Wick’s online 
forum project, NABUR.

CrM Best Practices for  
Sales associates

robin Smith 
As founder of 
Streamlined  Office 
Solutions (SOS), 
 Robin Smith 
 developed ASK-CRM 

based on his  experience in and around 
newspapers which now spans 30 
years.  Plus, he calls upon his career 
experience with the United States Air 
Force where his  assignments included 
bases in South Korea, Arizona, Kansas, 
South  Carolina, Texas and the Penta-
gon in Washington, DC.  That variety 
of  experience helps him identify needs  
and develop efficient processes  
for success. 
During his newspaper career, he 
has developed numerous soft-
ware  solutions for companies like 
 Gannett, Advance Publications, Hearst 
 Publishing and many others. He has 
delivered applications ranging from 
cost/revenue analysis,  budgeting, 
 circulation, email marketing, 
 advertising pricing and CRM to name 
a few. In fact, he developed Gannett’s 
first CRM from the ground up and 
transitioned them into a Software-As-
A-Service platform like Salesforce. 
In all cases, his approach is based on 
developing easy to use solutions, not 
software, that deliver measurable ROI.  
Most of all his work is designed to 
equip newspaper media sales teams 
with efficient and  effective tools  
that deliver programs for  advertiser 
success. 

CoViD Mental Health  
Challenges

Dr. teresa Bertsch 
Teresa Bertsch 
serves as Chief 
 Medical Officer 
(CMO) for The 
 Guidance Center, 
an affiliate of The 

NARBHA Institute, where she also 
holds the position of Vice President 
of Medical Affairs at The NARBHA 
 Institute. In the latter role, she over-
sees the development, management, 

2031 & Successful newspapers + 
2031 Transformation  Workshops

gordon Borrell 
Gordon is one of 
the media industry’s 
leading analysts. He 
is ranked in the top 
2% among Gerson 

Lehrman Group’s 150,000 consultants 
worldwide. Prior to starting Borrell As-
sociates, Gordon was vice president for 
new media for Landmark Communica-
tions, where he worked for 22 years. 
He started his career as a newspaper 
reporter and helped establish the first 
TV, newspaper, cable and network TV 
websites in the mid-1990s. He is chair-
man of the Local Media Association 
and is past president of the Newspaper 
Association of America’s New Media 
Federation.  
He is married, has five children, and 
lives in Portsmouth, Virginia, where 
he has been active on boards and 
 organizations supporting public 
 education and community sports. 

Crime Scene Safety & Tips for 
 Covering the Police  Department

ed Wessing  
Assistant Chief 
 Wessing has served 
with the Mesa Police 
Department for 25 
years. Prior to joining 

the Mesa Police Department, he served 
in the United States Marine Corps for 
6 years. He is currently assigned as the 
Patrol Operations Bureau Assistant Chief. 
His bureau encompasses the Central, 
Fiesta, Red Mountain, Superstition Patrol 
Divisions and the Phoenix-Mesa Gateway 
Airport. Wessing has a bachelor’s degree 
in education from Northern Arizona 
University and an MBA from Benedictine 
University.

Maximizing Political 
 advertising in 2022

Lisa Simpson  
Lisa was appointed as 
the executive  director 
of ANA in March 
2021. She began her 
 advertising career 

at The Arizona Pennysaver where she 

Morning Speakers Afternoon Speakers
remained until 2001 when it shuttered its 
doors then moved on to The East  Valley 
Tribune where she headed up the real 
estate sales team. In 2003, she joined La 
Voz Publishing as an account  executive 
and worked her way through several 
roles until named General  Manager, 
overseeing all the sales, marketing and 
production efforts of the team. Lisa also 
led sales teams at RentPath and The Ari-
zona Republic before her last position at 
the Arizona Capitol Times, 2017 -2021.
newsletters: How to excite 
readers (and reporters)

Dan Shearer 
Dan is editor of the 
Green Valley News 
and Sahuarita Sun 
in Southern  Arizona 
and is editorial 

director for Wick Communications, 
where he works alongside editors at 
27 newspapers in 11 states to build 
stronger newsrooms. He has worked 
at newspapers in California, Arizona 
and Texas. The Green Valley News  
won first place for “Best Email 
 Newsletter Campaign” in the  
national 2020 SecondStreet awards.
Digital growth With a  Focus  
on Print  Sustainability

Christina tellez 
Christina is the 
 Regional Growth 
D irector for The 
Arizona Republic and 
14 other  Gannett 

 markets across the country. Senior 
marketing executive with 20+ years 
of proven success meeting  aggressive 
subscription growth goals and driving 
complex marketing strategies through 
the use of data driven insights.  
Collaboration, building strong relation-
ships and constant change are what 
drive Christina each and every day. 
While The Arizona Republic is over 130 
years old in print media, the digital 
 business is treated as a start-up. Focused 
on digital growth and print sustainability.  
Her ability to build strong cross depart-
mental partnerships with leaders across 
the organization in news, sales, product, 
information technology and other areas 
has been instrumental in moving the 

and quality of clinical programs 
and services. Her psychiatric  career 
includes more than 25 years of CMO 
 positions at Northern Arizona  Regional 
Behavioral Health  Authority and later 
at Health Choice  Integrated Care (a 
partnership between The NARBHA 
Institute and Health Choice). She 
continues to practice at North Country 
HealthCare, a  federally  qualified cen-
ter that provides a weekly integrated 
care clinic for those who fail to qualify 
for state behavioral health services. 
Modernize Your approach to 
Public notice

Kevin King  
Kevin is the Head 
of Partnerships at 
Column, a public 
benefit software 
company  building 
technology to 

 support the future of public notice for 
the news industry.
Kevin oversees the company’s 
 strategic relationships with  publishers 
across the US and  manages the   
Column Partner Program, a 
 technology initiative to support press 
associations’ public notice advocacy 
efforts - including ANA!
Previously, he led the Marketing & 
Communications team at Quorum, 
a public affairs software company. 
Kevin has been a featured speaker 
and panelist at conferences hosted by 
America’s Newspapers, Newspaper 
Association Managers, and several 
other press associations.

To Tweet, or not To Tweet
Luige del Puerto 
An award- winning 
journalist,  Luige 
oversees the news-
room of the  Arizona 
Capitol Times. He 

also  manages the  business units of 
 Arizona News Service. In  addition, 
Luige edits the ‘Legislative Report’, 
one of Arizona’s premier  political 
tipsheets. He is a native of the 
 Philippines and previously worked 
in Manila for the nation’s largest 
daily newspaper, The  Philippine Daily 

Inquirer. At the  Inquirer, he covered 
crime, labor, elections and national 
 security. He was also part of the 
paper’s special projects team and 
covered several coup d’état attempts 
in his home country before moving 
to the United States in 2006. Luige 
graduated with honors from the 
school of journalism at the University 
of Philippines. He joined the Arizona 
Capitol Times shortly after moving to 
Arizona. He has won numerous local 
and national awards in the U.S. for 
his reporting about politics,  including 
earning first place for politics and 
government reporting in the Arizona 
Press Club’s annual contest.
advertising roundtable

Lisa Simpson  
Brainstorming for 
new ideas that can 
be implemented on 
a local scale.  Coming 
off of a  challenging 
year, what has 

changed for  newspapers in 2021 and 
what does forecasting for 2022 look 
like? How is the employment market 
and are you able to make great (or 
good) hires? Are digital first sales ef-
forts  paying off? What objections are 
 recurring and how do you overcome 
them?
Converting Press releases to 
 editorial Stories

teresa K. traverse 
Teresa is a freelance 
writer and editor. 
She’s currently the 
managing editor of 
Sedona Monthly 

magazine. Her work has appeared in 
print in Bust, Weight Watches, Dogster 
and Phoenix magazines and online 
in outlets including Phoenix New 
Times, Brides, Rachael Ray Every Day, 
Bustle, Racked, PetMD, the Daily Paws, 
 Refinery29, The Daily Meal, USA Today 
and Fast Company.  
Visit teresaktraverse.com to check out 
her clips. In her spare time, she enjoys 
drinking coffee, searching for her next 
great meal and spending time with her 
two Chihuahuas, Autumn and Rocket.


